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NOMENCLATURE

B Pre-exponential constant for thermal degradation of polymer
(sec-1)

c Specific heat (cal gm"1 oC(-1)

D Heat of degradation (cal gm"1 )

E Activation energy for thermal degradation of polymer (cal mole 1 )

FS Remaining number of monomer units of degraded polymer

k Thermal conductivity (cal cm 1 sec "I C'I)

N Remaining number of polymer bonds normalized with respect to the
number in the unaffected state

q Eeat flux (cal cm"2 sec "1)

r Linear regression rate of polymer solid (cm sec 1)

R Universal gas constant (cal g-mole -1 K-1)

t Time (sec)

T Temperature (K)

w Weight (gm)

x 1-dimensional coordinate, i.e., depth from surface (cm)

P Density (gm cm 3 )

X The normalized regression rate eigenvalue ( 1/r2 )

Subscripts

1, 2, 3 Pertaining to each of multilayers

s Front (hot side) surface of a layer

c Rear (cold side) surface of a layer

o Undisturbed state

L Thickness of a layer

Superscripts

- A point immediately beyond and before, respectively
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The purpose of this effort was the evaluation of the fire performance of seat
blocking layers for urethane seat cushions.* Because urethane cushions have been
demonstrated as highly flammable under aircraft post-crash fire conditions, seat
blocking layers have been proposed as a method of protecting the urethane from
Involvement with the fire. Many hypothesis have been proposed to explain the
manner in which fire blocking layers achieve their desired effect, but such
hypothesis have not been verified in any quantitative sense.

A condensed phase thermochemical modeling theory previously developed for single
component aircraft materials was modified to handle multi-layered materials. The
model is based on analytical heat and mass transfer relationships. Required
experimental inputs into the model are material thermal properties typical of heat
transfer calculations. Additionally, the analysis technique known as thermogravi-
metric analysis is used to establish the parameters that describe the thermal
breakdown of the plastic material when exposed to fire.

Parallel to this analytic work, experimental tests were conducted on sample block-
ing layer materials in a modified smoke chamber of National Bureau of Standards
(NBS) variety. The samples were exposed to specified heating rates and both their
weight loss and thermal behavior were measured. This measured behavior is compared
with the predictions of the analytic evaluation.

The findings of the investigation are that the thermochemical model can predict
the effectiveness of seat blocking layers within a limited range of fire exposure
conditions. Additionally, the NBS Smoke Chamber is a useful small scale test for
screening candidate seat blocking layers.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Aircraft cabin fire safety has been one of the major research and

development activities for the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) for

more than 30 years in the past (reference 1). The reasons for such a
long-term commiitment are the fatalities observed, unique environment in an

aircraft (such as small space, high density of people, limited access for

egress, etc.), and the complexity in fire phenomenon itself.

In general, fire potential in a passenger aircraft can be due to jet fuel

and cabin interior materials. However, a fire involving only the interior
materials can occur in-flight or on the ground. In the case of a postcrash
fire, a jet fuel fire can ignite interior materials, and the hazards arise

from interaction of the fuel fire with interior materials (reference 2).

As planned earlier (reference 4), this work is on the prediction of
material burning phenomena through condensed phase themiochemnical modeling,
and does not involve gas dynamic modeling. These two approaches may well

be bridged in the future (reference 3) with sufficient progress.

Among the cabin interior materials such as carpet, seats, window screens,

sidewall panels, ceiling and partitions, one of the most flammable

materials, seat cushion, is the subject of the current work. Previous

work, last year, (reference 4) was on wool carpet and polyurethane foam

treated as single layer materials.

In this work, the seat is treated as a system of multilayered polymeric

materials, consisting of a seat cover fabric, polyurethane foam cushion,

and a fire blocking layer.

In addition to analytically predicting the burning behavior of multilayered

systems as a function of heat flux and layers' thicknesses, burning tests

are conducted in a modified NBS density chamber to verify the temperature

profile and weight losses predicted by the model.



2. THEORETICAL

The thermochemical model used in this work is an extension of the Model

developed earlier for a single-layered material. As a matter of fact, the

approach used in predicting the burning rate of wool carpet with a char

layer on its top (reference 4) is a particular form of such an extension.

Another earlier work (reference 5) applied to the study of burning rate of

composite materials is also referenced for the generalized extension.

(a) The Applicability of the Steady-State Model

There are two aspects of this time-independent model which shol be

recognized. One is the coordinate transformation (a la Spaldi

(reference 11)) that enables us to treat the regressing surfac if

it were stationary and the other is the more fundamental arguir on

the relative time scales.

(1) The assumption of time-independent degradation enables one to see

that d/dt can be written as r * d/dx. This transformation, the

authors believe, was first introduced in combustion theory by

Brian Spalding (reference 11) in his treatment of laminar flame

propagation in premixed gases. The point is that the "transient"

propagation can be viewed as steady-state in another coordinate

frame.

(2) In any case, the assumption a/a t 0 implies that the charac-

teristic heat transfer time is small compared to the characteris-

tic "flow" or thermal wave propagation time. The time needed for

the establishment of the fully developed temperature profile in

the solid is, of course, infinity from the first order nature of

the equation's; recall

(Tx - To)/(Txs - TO) = 1 - exp (-ot/x2 )

where TX is the temperature at any depth x (from the surface),

To is the initial temperature, Txs is the steady-state

temperature at depth x, is the thermal diffusivity

-2-



( k/pc), t is the time. Thus the time-independence

assumption in our treatment relies on a small value for the

characteristic time L2/a for its validity. In the case on

hand, the following approximate numbers lend credence to this

approach. Typically ce= 10- 3 cm2/sec. The "characteris-

tic" thermal depth, i.e., the distance from the surface to reach

l/e of the full temperature difference is 0.2 cm (for example

from figure 11, first plot) at 120 seconds (2 min.); or

t =- 3.0

leading to

1 - exp (-cat/x 2 ) > 0.9

Thus the steady-state assumption is valid in our case of heating

rates.

(b) Mathematical Formulation

As in the previous work, the geometry under consideration is one-

dimensional, and the steady-state condition is assumed throughout the

analysis. The following mathematical analyses for a multilayered

system are divided into three parts: the first part is for the case

where a single-layered material is so thick that the rear surface

(cold side) temperature is undisturbed; the second part is the same as

above except that the rear surface tempeiature has been raised

substantially, and the third case is the extension for a layer which

is on top of the above two layers and has as many colder layers under-

neath it as determined by the configuration.

-3-



In all three cases, the governing equation for each layer is the same,

that is,

k d2T + pcr dT = DpNB exp (-E/RT) (1)

dx2  dx

The right-hand side of this equation is the heat sink term

corresponding to the first-order degradation reaction described by

1 dN_Ndt= B exp (-E/RT) (2)N dt

The symbol N represents the number of remaining bonds per unit mass,

normalized with respect to that of fresh, unburned material. The

symbol D, the heat of degradation, is "positive" when the degradation

reaction is endothermic and "negative" when exothermic.

The boundary conditions, however, are different for each case.

(1) First case, i.e., T To at x =oo

Is

To at x-oo

Figure 1. Geometry considered in the first case where T = at x -oo

-4-



When the rear surface (cold side) temperature is undisturbed, the

boundary conditions for equations (2) and (3) are, respectively,

T = Ts  at x =0 (3)

T = To  at x o

N = I at x -0 (4)
FS

N = I at x --

The symbol FS stands for fragment size, an average number of monomer

units of degraded polymer.

Assuming constant values of material properties, the solution for r,

surface regression rate, has been obtained (reference 6) by singular

perturbation methods with matching the solution for the inner

(surface) and outer (deep solid) regions. For the steady state

system, r is given as:

(k/pc) B exp (-E/RT s )
r = E)(-T ) s- 13' + D -TO) in(FS-) - c(T5 -T0 )FS (5)

And the integration of equation (1) will show that the conductive heat

flux at the hot surface is

qs = pr [c (Ts-T o ) + D/FS] (6)

if there is zero heat flux at the rear surface. Thus, all the thermal

energy flowing into the layer can be said to be totally consumed

within the layer.

-5-



(2) Second Case, i.e., T = Tc (> To) at x > 0

Ts

x

Tc at x-xL

Figure 2. Geometry considered in the second case where T - Tc at

X XL

This is the case when the front (hot) and rear surface tempera-

tures of a layer are substantially higher than the unperturbed

condition of To. The governing equations are the same as

above, i.e., equations (1), (2), and the boundary conditions are

T a Ts  at x = 0 (7)

T - Tc  at x = xL

N I--I at x = 0 (8)
F 55

N = 1 - - at x = x
FSc

Assuming that Tc is close to Ts, that is

Ts-T c  (9)

-T-- - < 0 . 1

the solution for r is given by

(k/pc) B exp (-E/RT 5)

r = (E) (Ts-To) (10)

-6-



The details of this derivation is shown in appendix A.

The integration of equation (1) in the region between the front

and rear surfaces will give the net heat flux, that is, the

incoming heat flux at the front surface minus the one at the rear

surface.

pr c(T -Tc) DtS F
qnet r c + S- (11)

In other words, the above equation determines the net heat

consumed within the layer volume, as sensible heat and heat of

degradation.

(3) Third Case of a multilayered system

In the above two cases, the analyses are for a homogeneous single

layer for which thermal, physical and chemical properties are

constant and uniform in every part of the layer. If a system

consists of more than one material, like the example of a cover

fabric - blocking layer - foam, those properties are widely

different and hence will be treated as a multilayered system.

Strictly speaking, even a single component material should be

treated as a multilayered system, if the temperature drop from

the front to the rear surface is so large that the thermal,

physical and chemical properties can not be considered constant

and uniform within the layer.

In other words, when a material of certain thickness is burning,

it is a multilayered system from the view point of thermochemical

behavior. As shown later, B and E of any single material

employed in this study do not remain constant over the tempera-

ture range of interest but vary considerably.

-7-



For this reason, each component material of a multilayered seat

cushion system is in itself considered multilayered, divided by

temperatures at which any of the thermal and/or thermochemical

properties changes substantially. Hence, the total number of

layers, I.e., thermochemical layers, of a seat cushion system

become equal to the sum of the thermochemical layers of each

component material.

For the ease of analysis, first suppose that a system of three

layers is undergoing pyrolysis reaction, as depicted in figure 3.

The same analysis can be extended to any system with more than

three layers with the change in subscripts.

sx3x 2

Figure 3. Geometry of the third case, a three-layered system

The conductive heat flux at the top surface (x-'O) should be the

sum of all the energy, i.e., the sensible heat and the heat of

degradation, required for the pyrolysis of all three layers in

this 1-D approximation. The energy required for each individual

layer is shown in equation (6) or equation (11). Then, the

incoming heat flux at the top surface of the first, second, and

the third layer is, respectively,

-8-
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•dT ..... i i]

P3 r3  3 (Ts Tc) + D3 (TSS c3J

-k 3 C S 32 1 1

+ P2 r 2  2(T 5 - T) + D2 (S2- Fc2 (12)

I s2 (13)

+ P1 r, (Ts1 Tcl) + D1

and

dTr

k2 dx= P2 r2 [ci (T " ) + D1  FS(

1 (13

There are however, two kinds of physical constraints applied at

each interface. The first kind is that

Tc3 P (15)

Tc2 =Tl

and the second is that

dT dT

-k~~~~ 1 x01rk (s T)d ,FS (4

x=x 3 " x=x 3+

(16)

dT dT
-13 dxx 3 -K 2 x xl3

X=X 2 -  x=x 2 +

-9-



The above two conditions are to satisfy the continuity of

temperature and heat flux at interfaces.

In the expression of equations (12), (13), or (14), each r is
implicitly defined. In other words, the heat fluxes at the upper

and lower boundaries of each layer are used in obtaining the r of

that layer (as shown in appendix A), and are in turn used to

define the heat fluxes [as shown in equations (12), (13), and

(14)). This poses no problem in actual calculations since any

iterative method leads to fairly rapidly converging answers. The

significance of this fact is, however, that the calculation of
r's should proceed layer by layer, from the rear (coldest) to the

front (hottest), or from the front to the rear.

(c) Computer Program

Based on the theory discussed above, two computer programs are

developed and listed in appendix B. The first program, (Computer

Program A) takes the interfacial temperatures as the input data, and

the second (Computer Program B) takes the temperature and the conduc-

tive heat flux at the front surface as its input. The choice among

these two programs is dictated firstly by the available boundary con-

ditions, and the other may be used as a complementary to obtain

additional information.

(d) The Overall Logic and Characteristics of the Model

The model was originally developed to account for the host of

inconsistencies in polymer degradation and burning rate data. The

most important distinguishing characteristics are the recognition that

the mean molecular weight of the vaporizing molecules need not be

equal to the monomer molecular weight. Instead, a vapor pressure

equilibrium criterion was used to unambiguously specify the mean

molecular weight at the surface. This procedure not only removed an

-10-



annoying arbitrainess at the surface, but also checked well, in terms
of results, with data from various classes of polymer combustion.

Under the assumption of first order Arrhenlus kinetics for the degra-

dation of the subsurface polymer, the model, in its present state,

cannot handle cases where extensive degradation beyond the monomer

stage takes place before vaporization. This is not as severe a

limitation as it may seem. It has been documented (e.g., see Stanley

Martin, X Symposium (International) on Combustion) that many of the

the degradation reactions actually take place after the major precur-
sors (i.e., products of partial degradation) have left the surface.

The model also assumes that the thermal wave front moves at a uniform

speed in the solid. This thermal wave can be associated with the mean

surface (and hence the wave speed is indeed the burning rate or
"iregression rate") only when Si~i of the solid (condensed phase) gets

transformed into vapor. This is indeed the case in the burning of

simple plastics (e.g., plexiglas, polyethylene, polyurethane . . . )

In the case on hand, substantial charring occurs indicating that the

familiar "regression rate" needs careful interpretation. For example,

it is a familiar fact that in wood burning the reactive portion

(cellulose and hemicellulose) leaves the solid framework of lignin

char. In such cases of charring solids, the regression rate is more

appropriately associated with the velocity of the thermal wave in the
wake of which the reactive portion gets vaporized and leaves the char.
Thus, it may appear that the surface is not really regressing in the

physical sense, although the reactive portion is. Up to this point,

the interpretation of the regression rate of this model is clear. The

interpretation gets more complex as multilayered materials are

concerned. Hence, clearly, the regression rate of the 1[layer, if

interpreted literally, will give rise to a "void" or separation

between the bottom of the I layer and the initial position of the IM

layer top surface. However, the complexity is removed when one

recognizes that the regression meant here is really the movement of

the thermal wave in the solid layers while the char framework (end



product of the degradation) is stationary in the laboratory frame of
reference. The appropriate way of handling this situation mathemati-
cally is to keep the density of the material P as a variable. For
example, P final would not equal zero but would equal the
char density which itself is equal to the (P initial

P react i vei

With this interpretation, the regression rate r is really always

associated with the mass flux p r where P is not the density of the

solid but is only the density of the reactive portion of the solid.

However, in the evaluation of the properties such as the thermal

diffusivity of the reacting solid, the full density has to be used.
Also, the heat transfer through the char is characterized by a thermal

conductivity coefficient of the char, and the volatiles convection

(flow) through the char. This has been highly simplified in the

present analysis which considers the temperature to be constant (and

equal to the temperature of the bottom surface of the immnediate layer

above). Clearly, more work is needed to mathematically incorporate

into the model, the realistic char formation, flow and heat transfer.

The "void" that is mentioned in the experimental portion is not the

same on this void or separation. Experimentally it is found that the
mechanical movement of the volatiles frequently causes a void in the

assembly and physical separation of layers. This is a very complex

process mathematically.

Considering all of these complexities, the agreement between the

theory and experiments in this study is thought to be encouraging.

3. EXPERIMENTS

The experiments of this work consist of two parts; one is to obtain the

kinetics constants using thermogravimetry (TG) and the other is, through

actual burning tests, to determine the temperature profile established
within a seat cushion assembly and the weight loss during pyrolysis. The

experimental results are compared with the model predictions.

-12-



(a) Thermogravimetry

This experiment heats up a small sample suspended inside a furnace and

records the weight change as a function of temperature. The kinetics

constants, B and E, are deduced then from an Arrhenius plot, a plot of

log 1(l/w) • -(dw/dt)l versus reciprocal of absolute temperature

It was known from previous work (reference 4) that the ambient gas

composition, more precisely the oxygen concentration, affects the

kinetics constants. This is a very important point. It has long been

recognized that even minor ( -1%) concentrations of certain oxidative

species can significantly alter (by almost an order-of-magnitude) the

degradation rates of polymers. And yet no detailed study seems to be

available in this area. One study that addressed this question

specifically stopped short of actually demonstrating the effects but

had to make valid (but indirect) deductive arguments to point the

importance. In any combustion situation, especially with flow of

gases over the surface (a very common aircraft fire scenario), the

oxygen concentration at the burning surface appears to be around

0.1%-1% (Wooldridge and Muzzy (reference 8), Kulgein (reference 9),

Fennimore and Jones (reference 10). This measured non-zero

concentration is significant, because earlier JPL work under FAA

sponsorship (reference 4) indicated that actual aircraft interior

materials exhibited a strong dependence of the kinetics constants of

degradation on small concentrations of oxygen in a stream of oxygen in

an inert. When it is realized that turbulent transport offers a

mechanism for the availability of small concentrations of oxygen at

the burning surface, it is easy to see that these oxygen concentration

effects could be important in predicting full-scale burning behavior.

Full-scale diffusion flames would be large enough to be fully

turbulent.

Nevertheless, all the present TG experiments are performed in pure

nitrogen except for seat cover fabric, due to the limited scope of the

work.

-13-



The TG diagrams of the cover fabric, fire blocking layers (Vonar("M,

LS-200, and Preox(E) ), and foams (polyurethane and polyimide) are

shown in figures 4, 5, and 6, respectively. The Arrhenius plots of

figures 7, 8, and 9 show that the pyrolysis of each of these materials

cannot be described as a single first-order reaction. Thus, the

entire reaction temperature range is subdivided into multiple segments

in each of which the reaction rate is reasonably accurately described

by the first-order Arrhenius expression. Figure 7 shows how it is

done for the cover fabric, as an example, with six subdivided

segments. Each segment comprises one thermochemical layer as

discussed in the previous section.

Kinetics constants obtained along with other thermal and physical data

of the materials used in this study are shown in Table I. These are

used as input data for the computer program shown in Appendix B.

(b) Burning Tests

In order to measure the temperature profile and weight loss of

samples, a modified NBS Smoke Density Chamber is used. The radiative

heat flux was provided by a high heat flux furnace (Mellen furnace

Model No. 10, with the maximum heat flux of 12 W/cm 2 or 10.6

BTU/ft 2 sec). The originally equipped furnace for the NBS chamber

could provide 2.5 W/cm 2. For the temperature distribution measure-

ment, nine thermocouples (Pt vs. Pt-lO% Rh) were connected to a

multichannel recorder (Leeds and Northrup's Speedomax Model 251, 12

channel, with resolution time of 1 second for each reading). The

weight measuring device was a transducer-type cantilever beam,

connected to an amplifier and then to a strip-chart recorder.

The furnace is heated up to, and maintained at, 850°C during the

tests. After the furnace has reached a steady state, a radiation

shield is removed and the seat cushion is exposed directly to the

furnace. The radiative heat flux is around -1.6 Btu/ft 2 sec.
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FIGURE 7. ARRHENIUS PLOT OF SEAT CUSHION COVER FABRIC, DEDUCED FROM

TG SHOWN IN FIGURE 4.
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FIGURE 8. ARRHENIUS PLOTS OF TWO FIRE BLOCKING LAYERS, VONAR AND PREOX,

DEDUCED FROM TG SHOWN IN FIGURE 5.
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Table I(a). Fundamental Properties of Seat Cushion Component Material

c k* XL

Density Thermal
g Specific Heat Conductivity Thickness

cal cal
cm3  9.°C cm. sec.C cm

Seat Cover Fabric 0.4 0.3 0.0001 0.1

Fire Blocking Layer

LS-200 0.12 0.3 0.0002 1.2
Vonar " 0.146 0.345 0.0002 0.8
Preox 0.62 0.3 0.00034 0.1

Foam

Polyurethane 0.03 0.4 0.00010M0.00034 10.6
Polyimide 0.023 0.2 0.0001 -

(b) Kinetics Constants and Heat of Degradation
of Subdivided Thermochemical Layers

T B E D
Tempera- Heat of

ture Pre Exponential Activation Degrada-
Range Factor Energy tion

(K) (1/sec) (cal/mole) (cal/g)

848-898 2.13 x 104 24800 -2.9
Seat 813-848 5.06 x 10-8 -20300 -2.9
Cover 763-813 2.24 x 1013 56500 -2.9
Fabric 689-763 2.51 x 10-1 7800 -2.3

602-689 7.30 x 10-6 -6500 -16.
523-602 1.57 x 102 13700 -16.3

* Source: NASA Ames Research Center -- Handbook of Chemistry ondPhysics
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(b) Kinetics Constants and Heat of Degradation
of Subdivided Thermochemical Layers (Cont'd)

T B E D

Tempera- Heat of
ture Pre Exponential Activation Degrada-
Range Factor Energy tion

(K) (1/sec) (cal/mole) (cal/g)

877-923 1.17 x 10-5  -3857 0.5
767-877 7.17 x 10-11 -24710 9.6
723-767 5.17 x 101 16818 -8.4
698-723 1.04 x 10-4 -2020 -19.1

LS-200 673-698 8.28 x 10-14 -31083 -16.7
648-673 6.56 x 10-3 2475 -8.4
623-648 2.46 x 106 27897 -20.3
598-623 1.61 x 10-17 -38190 7.9
573-598 2.11 x 107 27800 71.9
548-573 2.01 x 10-1 6772 24.9
473-548 7.83 x 103 18279 54.9

881-923 3.37 x 10-4  1043 1.0
766-881 1.66 x 10-7  -12285 9.6
709-766 8.94 x 10-2 7800 -23.9
661-709 2.37 x 10-12 -26532 -28.7

Vonar® 623-661 2.75 x 104 22078 -28.7
591-623 3.94 x 10-13 -25933 50.9
473-591 2.33 x 104 19435 107.5

873-908 5.42 x 10-6 -13061 0.5
848-873 8.55 x 1020 91578 0.5

Preox 748-848 1.55 x 10i2 18860 0.5
683-748 9.85 x 10-3  4500 -13.9
623-683 1,43 x 10-5  -4365 -13.9
573-623 5.87 x 10-3  3085 -13.9
498-573 5.94 x 100 10963 0.5

Polyurethane 644-688 8.44 x 1019 65760 3.1
Foam 598-644 6.17 x 101 12335 11.9

573-598 1.77 x 10-2 2646 2.5
544-573 2.60 x 105 21435 2.5
448-544 6.00 x 100 9900 0.5

1006-1073 3.06 x 10-5  -4763 0.5
973-1006 3.12 x 10-14 -46170 0.5

Polyimide 915-973 1.80 x 10-7  -16070 0.5
Foam 854-915 1.33 x 101 16860 -7.3

796-854 6.11 x 10-6 -7890 -7.3
711-796 1.07 x 107 36705 -7.0
673-711 7.63 x 10-3  6938 -0.3
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(c) A Note on the Heating Rates

rhe actual heat fluxes encountered in aircraft crash situations can

approach 10 W/cm2 -- a fact that led investigators to recognize that

the NBS smoke-density chamber, with its original 2.5 W/m2 furnace,

may have to be modified for realistic simulations. In the present

effort, the heat fluxes meant for the FAA samples were planned to be

gradually increased from a low value (1 W/cm2) to the full value of

6-10 W/cm2. It was the plan to verify the model at low heat fluxes

first in a logical sequence of increasing heat fluxes. Thus, at the

time of the present reporting the lower heat fluxes have been

investigated. The capability exists for the higher heat fluxes.

However, the actual tests await future research support.

Since the initial setup of equipment and trial runs, several modifica-

tions and improvements have been made on the sample preparation and

run procedure, in order to obtain meaningful and reproducible test

results. These are listed in appendix C for future reference.

A pair of thermocouples are placed at every interface, including the

front surface. And additional five are placed within the polyurethane

foam, 0.5 inches apart from each other along the axis. A test is

always run in duplicate; one to measure the weight loss and the other

for the temperature profile. This is because the thermocouples have

such stiffness that their use would not allow free movement of the

cantilever beam and the accurate measurement of weight change.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

(a) Burning Test Results

The pictures of the burned samples and the equipment used in this work

are shown in appendix D for visual examination. The results of the

burning tests in the modified NBS Smoke Density Chamber are

-23-



shown in figure 10. These are the temperature changes obtained from

the multiple thermocouple readings placed at different positions

within the seat cushion assemblies and the weight change with time,

for the runs with and without the fire blocking layers.

The weight change data show that the sample without a fire blocking

layer suffered the largest mass loss, and that the effectiveness of a

fire blocking layer, if judged from the mass loss data, can be rated

in increasing effectiveness on Preox(, Vonar®, and LS-200. The same

order is observed when the burnt samples were examined visually.

The thermocouple reading at the sample surface facing the furnace,

however, should be corrected for the caused by radiation and convec-

tion. The energy balance for the thermocouple bead can be shown as

hrad (Tfurnace - Tbead) = hconv (Tbead - Tgas film )

where hrad and hconv are the radiative and convective heat transfer

coefficient, respectively, and Tfurnace , Tbead, Tgas film are the

temperatures of the furnace, thermocouple bead, and film stagnant

gas film surrounding the bead, respectively. The estimated error

(Tactual - Tbead) is in the range of 25°C to 35°C under the current

experimental conditions. Further detailed error analysis is not

attempted here due to the lack of precise information on emittance,

sample surface condition, and thermal contact between the bead and

fabric fibers, which are necessary to estimate the heat transfer

coefficients with sufficient precision.

Other than this, the thermocouple data lead to a few important

observations.

(1) The first one is that the front surface temperature measured by

the thermocouple No. 1 reaches a steady state in about three

-24-
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minutes, and then registers essentially the same temperature

thereafter. When a fire blocking layer of Vonarw or LS-200 is

used, however, a very slight increase of the front surface
temperature is observed. The temperature just behind the cover

fabric, measured by the thermocouple No. 2, trails that of the

front surface by about 15*C.

(2) There is a further temperature drop across a fire blocking layer.

This temperature drop is indicated by the vertical distance

between the thermocouples No. 2 and No. 3 readings, as shown in

figure 10. In the figure, LS-200 allows the largest temperature

drop, VonarWmedium, and PreoxUthe least. Incidentally

this is exactly the opposite order as the one observed in total

mass loss.

(3) The temperature-rise histories within the polyurethane foam,

measured by thermocouples No. 4, 5, 6, and 7, hardly represent

steady-states. Most of the measured temperatures simply keep

rising steadily, as shown in figure 10.

In some cases, however, a plateau seems to appear after such

monotonic increase in temperature, implying a steady-state condi-

tion attained within the foam. This behavior is believed to be

caused by the formation and existence of a void or dome filled

with relatively hot pyrolysis gas products in a convective flow

motion. This explains why such a plateau shows up and why then

these plateaus are close to each other - in other words, the

temperature gradient is small. It is particularly serious when

no fire blocking layer is used, because under the condition of

high heat flux, the polyurethane foam liquefies and drips before

complete burnout occurs. This eventually leaves an ever-growing

void filled with the hot pyrolysis gas product. The hot gas of

the void may flow freely and contribute to the rapid temperature
rise at the rear surface.
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(4) The use of a fire blocking layer helps maintain lower

temperatures at the rear (colder) side essentially by reducing

the heat transfer. This can be seen easily by comparing the

temperatures measured by the thermocouples with the same number.

For example, after 6 minutes of exposure, the thermocouple No. 5

reaches 321 K with LS-200, 323 K with Vonar, and 463 K with

Preox( , while it reaches 546 K without a fire blocking layer.

There is, however, a compensating effect near the front (hot)

surface. That is, the front attains higher temperatures with the

fire blocking layer than would be observed without the fire

blocking layer. Figure 10 shows the front surface temperature is

701 K with LS-200, 695 K with Vonar(, 691 K with Preox(,

and 643 K without one, respectively, after 10 minutes exposure.

This leads to an observation that a fire blocking layer functions

as if it is a reflector for heat flux.

This results in lowering the rear side temperature while

maintaining the higher front side temperature.

(b) Predictions by Thermochemical Model

The temperature profiles obtained by the thermochemical model, in

comparison with the experimental data, are shown in figure 11. The

profile for each configuration (with and without a fire blocking

layer) is calculated every 2 minutes using the Computer Program B of

appendix B. (Note: The conductive heat flux at the front surface,

needed as the input for the Computer Program B, was the one predicted

by Computer Program A of appendix B.) In general, the calculated

results are in good agreement with the experimental data. The differ-

ence is often less than 10*C, with a few exceptions of 250C as the

maximum difference. However, the predicted temperatures within the

polyurethane foam show significant deviations from the measurements.

The negative deviations, i.e., temperatures measured lower than

predicted, are seen when the exposed time is small and/or
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where the depth is large. The positive deviations, i.e., temperatures

measured higher than predicted, are seen wherever the void is observed

inside of the polyurethane foam. This is again believed to be caused

by a convective flow of hot combustion gas within the void, which

leads to increased heat transfer to the colder side.

The weight losses calculated by the model are compared with the

experimental data, as shown in figure 12. The figure shows that the

calculated weight loss is about 15 to 95 percent higher than the

measured values in all cases, but the order of the mass loss is in

agreement with the experimental data except for the control (without a

fire blocking layer). This again is due to the presence of the void

formed inside of the foam, which is clearly the physical state this

thermochemical model is not aimed to be used for.

5. SUMMARY

The work on the prediction of thermochemical performance of multi- layered

seat cushion materials leads to four conclusions:

1. The concept of thermochemical sublayers is applicable to describe the

complex pyrolysis behavior observed for many of the currently used and

proposed aircraft interior polymeric materials.

2. The thermochemical model of the past can be extended to handle such

r iltilayered systems analytically.

3. The model predicts reasonably within a factor of 2 both the weight loss

due to burning and the temperature profile established within the seat

materials.

4. The thermochemical model, can be used with the minimum number of input

data determined by experiments for the thermochemical performance

prediction of other multilayered materials under fire conditions. This

analysis coupled with experiments in the NBS Smoke Chamber offers a

useful small-scale test procedure for evaluating candidate blocking

layer materials.
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APPENDIX A Derivation of r

The differential equations are

k d2T +, Pcr dT = DPNB exp (-E/RT) (A-1)
d x2  dx

1 N =B exp (-EIRT) (A-2)

and the boundary conditions are

at x=0 T Ts (A-3)

N Ns 1

FSS

at x xL T=Tc (A-4)

N =N~ I1
FSC

By introducing the dimensionless terms,

y = Pcr x (A-5)
k

and T= T-T0  (A-6)

TS-To

Then Eqs. (A-i) and (A-2) become

d27 + dT =kDPNB exp (-E/RT)
dy y (Pcr) 2 (Ts-TO) (A-7)

dN . dT = k cPNB exp (-/RT (A-8)
T Y (Pcr) 2

Al



Further use of dimensionless variables,

P d (A-9)

dy

h= D (A-1O)
c(Ts-To )

and A = kB (A-I)

Pcr2

convert the Eqs. (A-7) and (A-8) to

pp' + p = A h N exp (-E/RT) (A-12)

pN' = A N exp (-E/RT) (A-13)

where a prime denotes d/dT.

The boundary conditions are accordingly

T = 1, P Ps. N = NS  (A-14)

T = Tc, p = Pc, N = Nc (A-15)

The Eq. (A-13) can be combined to Eq. (A-12) to yield

pp' + p - pN'h = 0 (A-16)

Assuming p # 0, then Eq. (A-16) becomes essentially

dp + I - dN - 0 (A-17)

d'r d"

If Eq. (A-17) is integrated using the boundary conditions of Eqs. (A-14) and

(A-15), then

N = (P + 7- PS - 1 + h Ns)/h (A-18)

or N = (P + T -Pc -Tc + h Nc)/h (A-19)

A2



Then substituting Eq. (A..19) into Eq. (A-12) gives

pp' + p =A (p + -r- ps - 1 + h Ns) exp (-E/RT) (A-20)

This is the differential equation to be solved with the boundary equations

(A-14) and (A-15).

If the T is close to Ts, then as an approximation, Eq. (A-20) can be written

as

PP' + P (P + T - PS -1I + h NS) A exp 0 - [1 + X (I-T))I (A-21)

where 0e= ERt5  (A-22)

and X= T5-To, (A-23)

Let 4 =A exp (-)(A-24)

and 9 = -Ps- + hN5  (A-25)

then, the Eq. (A-21) is

PP' +p = (P + 7-+g) .exp[-E) X(1-Tr)3 (A-26)

Further defining

7 -7 (A-27)

~= p + ' (A-28)

= e (A-29)

where £
(A- 30)



enables rewriting Eq. (A-26) as

- ( - 1 +c,) 4 a ( e + g) Aexp (-17) (A-31)

or

dt - A = e- 0d7 (A-32)
+g + g

The boundary conditions for this equation are

T = 0 4 V kS = Ps * I (A-33)

17 1C t a tc = PC + TC (A-34)

Integrating now with respect to 4 and 11, in the region between two surfaces, s

and c, is

s d4 -1 )d4Ae'd1 (A-35)

c + g  - + ( = c

to give the result as

In c ( ) -4 " - g In -(1-e" 7c) (A-36)

Then X is simply given by

A. T-IC-en) •(ks 4c) + (I + g) In +g (A-37)

By combining Eq. (A-29), (A-30), (A-22), (A-23) and (A-Il), r can be shown in

more familiar terms,

(k/Pc) B exp (-E/RTs)

rTs-T(A-3B)

A4
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APPENDIX B Computer Program

1' PROGRPAM A
2. C 7FI3 PRCGRL' TAKES THE IF'TE4rACIAL l1EPIRA1UPFS 1S.C.9S) AS THE IN~PUT
3. C DATA A1. THE. CALCULATES THE EiURtIN 1iC ATE9 hFAT FLU;!s TEPPELATURE PROFIL

4* C Vin f1,i LOSS OF PULTI -LAYERVD *POLYPMVRIC --XIEF1ALS (ItNCLUCIJG
!Z. C TPF' FIREF LZOCOTI.O LAY FP UStn FOr, Al'CRAFT SEAT CUSHION~S.

C THE 1 ' 51 cS Ut D Is T IS r RGZ' 1,P LF GPI GFIAM-l'CLE, O-CELSIUS,
7. C CA L~di 1 CI, t CC'

I?*r E 'EiS I W. A NAr I 12 1 v*( 7 1 '.TF F t, 7),KTI 7 ,11 ) 9CP T ( 7 211 q
PO - r PtT 7. 12 )*.Tc7,11) IE T(7 911 *0DT(7% 1I,4.T47l

- 0 TL 1 7 s I)sTKPICJ791 I) qTL P IITI ill),

.3- NKLO(7,1 1) 9 %K 4 14 7 1 1 ) ,LC 1 I ,9':r, I (1I)I
140 - JSTAF'T(l I)9JiE111),IE A Z) 1 1 19 10 11.&lq
15. - N.S( I1)9VC 4 1 )*AAME I I v2 ) 91T I1) 9 K I I .CPE 112,Rmfl(11),~t1)*

L6* - C (11 ) r)(I 1) qiEiTl;Ac 21 ,frst I iw. tct II)9Fe 61) ,cINi11) ofluTi 11).
17. - ONCTI1II)v Till I1 911 ),qNSSPl11 *112) 9TS1I AT(1I,T1IGYv4II)
le.lILSI' T6'LOT4 121), PL0 1 121 ) 00t1F ,1 U ,~~I111,)1.

DIMENIC1N TIDE (11),R.)RCIII).11),G l~BTll)AI)

23: CA qTKjt4,s,4cqW LU),KHI .rkL rld'1vL.M8DA

2!C. C PEAC IN Ti-f IGCRED!l.,T MC.TEPIAL PhOPEFTV ANDC PRINT OUT
26* C
27' PFA0i (5,00o ITf)AL
26* ' ~ C1 FORMAT (12)
29' DO0100 11=1.3TCTAL

3": RrAJ (5,9021 lANAII.rTII,1),ANYAH4Tfl .2);IV( 1),N1~tG(1)
31' Q0 2  FORA~tl2*ZA5*FID.2912)
32' PNTR=NTR[G( I)
33* READ (59'903) ITKLO( JJl sThlE ,1J),qKT J)#CPT( I J11"tOT4 19.1) v
340 IT I *~lj)q I ( I,9) Iny I 9j) %f(A TRYT(I,9 J:1, R)
35-.0 FORM'AT (F. 7tlC.3)
36s 100 CCJTINUE

3e* 946 F ORMA7 1IHI . 25Y)',BIP J.1fF wA If FnlNC TI V. F., pl, jL
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*~ - AIRCPAFT SEAT CUSHION' / 2tX9 63(0=0)9 /
!-X9~ '?MAYLRIAL PRGFERTY*/ 21AX9, 'TFP. RANGE. Tk-ER KAL*. 5ic 9

*-'HEAT', 6),'DENS17Y F-ELXP. ACTIVATION HEAT OF HEAT',
-5, 36Y, 9'CONrJCT I V. CAPACITY*913Xt 'FACTOR E NE rGY'

-7Y, ODFCO MPOSz. RATf' to
*-26X9, t(KU', 5y99(CAL/CP.S.C) lCt LCIGM C (CiC'43)*, 1 3Y,

-PICAL/?POLE) (C A Ll O EDEC. C/SiC)' I
On 1C2 I11TGTAL

* NTR=NTRrC(I)

951 FORF1T 4',V9292,92A;,)

* - KTI IJ ,CF'T I IJ),K~lT iI J),IPT(I J),ET(J ,J),DTEIJ).HiEA14T(I J),
* - J=I*NTR)

F C rc. 5 3Y q F6. 39 3"t 76 . 39 2)Y v£11.3.o 4X, 9F9.0,o FIO. 1 F1C. 2)
IC 2 CCNTII N'E

'9 C
C F I3i CCNST A %7S USE D I N ThiI S PR OGR A.
C

P~l .9P7117

Ck1AS=0.382
rv!LON=O.P
S I Cro =I .'65512
7T = U5. 0

1. C CALCULATE N AN.D FS AT T40 END TEMPERA.TURES OF KINETIC KrCI"1ES
it C THE( CALCULATION SEQUE(VLE IS, BY LCGIC# FRO'i LOW TO hIGH TEMPERATURE

I. C

1* Q55 FCP~f&7 41141 9 ICY, 9-43PtLIZED AG40'E'T SIZE AT END TEMPS er', ly.
-* *KINETIC r[' Ivt'S /. IIX, 560''), I

3. DO 200 I:II1OT*L

%KL04I9TE'=E1

7. FKLO( Il.TP,:1OCV.C
Du. 2C5 JJ=19NTR

:J. .J=PR1-JJ
C.' CALL FPAGPT 047T 11 *J)oET(IJ),T(LOfI *J),TI(HI(I19J),
I* IIEATPT cIJ),%KLOEI ,J) ,tKHI IIJ))
2* IF IJ).'F.2) %LlIIJ-I)=NKHI(IqJ)
3. IF IN'((,)t..)NKLOlJJ)=O.q9999,99
to. FICLM i 19J) = .D/4I.O-NKLOIJ))
5* I F I NK 141 94) E 2*. 0 ) IKH I (IJ )=0.99599599
6' FKH1419J) = l0lI.0-N'(HI(IJJ))

7* W~~R IT r ( toa~e) I vL OI IqTKHI I 19J ),NKLOI 9J ) 9NKH I I I )

9* 205 CONTINUr
C* 2Cc. CONTINUF
1' C
2' C IN7TIALLIZE A FEWi VAFIAPLES FOR COPPUTER PLOTTING
3. C

NPL07=1

B2



IPLOT:C
7. CALL SiCGtPLT

C
4* C READ IN TEPOPERATLRE UATA, I.E..

0. C TEMP. OF TOP SURFACF OF EA-H LAYtik W% RLIL SUkF ACE (COLr))

2- 1111 CCwTlNUf

4* 89t, FORPMtT (IM2, 25)X, v9pLJvi~x RATE PREN)CTIO~J FGF MULYI-LAYLECC,'
I - ' tIRCRAFT SEAT CUS'I0'J' I 2fX9 E.30=*:)v I)

7. 9C4 F0RIFA7 4FIC.0*1.A5)

9. P99 FURVAT 40Y, 14.A5, III
C. - O) MAICRIAL 9 7A9, *SURFACE TH4ERM~AL MEAT
I* P ENSITY PREE)P. ACTIVATION HECAT OF MEAT 00.4

2.21X9 *TEMP. CtNDUC71V. CAP~ACITY FACUI~R jkG
3. CECOMPOS. R.bTE'q/

4- ~-21), '(K) **SX. 5'C AL/ C.S .C) (CkL/GM1.C) (G4CM3)', 13Y9.
5* ~ -fcCAL/w"rLE) (CALiC') (DEC CItECI' JI"

7. iC5 CO~'. UE
-. ~ FE AD 1 1)9Q C I E O=11 C) (ItI

IIC CVU.TINVE

'4. C
5, FLA,r=LAVC,-l

.6, DO 115 1=19.VLAY-1

p. TLnflULAYG):TBACK
C

'0* C NOW CALCULATE TH~E Fr,&Gm!NT SIZES AT THE IWO BOUNCAkICS OF Li-Cm
1* C GFNERIC LAYER
1 - C

0*. DO 300 I=1,t.LAYG
51#9 OE NT=JD6 I)

569 IF (TLOUI.GE.TKL0UDEN. T7f) GO T0 3CI
579 JSTAR7EI)=14710

5#4 0 kL O (1I) = I. 0
sl * FLO(I)=1CC00.

so. GO To 304
4 1. 301 CONTINUE

42* 00 3C2 J:1,'JTID
fk3 s IF (TLO(I).6E.TKLO(IOEIiT.J).AN;).TLOiI ).LT.7#(141 IOE:4T.J))

49- Co TO 305
rl5 e 302 CONT INUIF
46* WRITE (6.996) 1
fs7- 6 FORMAT (5Y,'FOR 99 12# 07?' LAYER% YLO IS OUT OF ROUND*)

0- GO TO 304
41 C5 JSTART4 1) =J

5C. CALL FPA&PT(PT(1DEYT.J) ,E4ilDEN7,J) .Ti(LU(IDENTJ),TLO4I),
'1I- HrA7RT(IDENT.J).NK.LO(I1LETJ).NLO(l))
52- FLOfl) ./1DLt1

B3



.3* 3 C4 CON TI L'E
4* IF (TH 1(1 f FO OINTIDI GO TO 306

.7s Ft-I (I )--I 0 .
,at GO YTO 300
.9. 306 CONY1NUE

Olt IF IHI(1).SF.TKLG.IOEtd,j).ANO.Il1E I).LT.TKHI(Inl~iJ))
12* (-() TO 3011
3s 307 CON! P~ur

5' 96? FOR!A7 15)k, IFUk of 12, 91h LI'V 1141 IS OUT OF POLJNDO)
.6. 3 01 JfD (I):j
.7. CALL GCT T1ETJT1t:,)TL(1ETJ 1'I,

0.t c C C 3 v I .,uE
'I. C
2.t C kC r. E .j 141 k 01 R TIir S UPDIVI( COUL I IL A Y E RSq JS ED ON T HE

.3* C TrMr~ ATUkf 4 tvG 11 c T-E RF.C1HL1.1CAL FLG1'ES AND ALSO G'J Yhr Gf%'E RIC
14 * O07V!SI'S
1. C SfLUtjE%CC or Zj Is F~rv 0"?,1 .1 1 TIEST) LAYERr Tt FEAR ICDLVFE~z) L4YEN

'6. C
'1. IJ:C

rb- DO 310 1=1'.'LAYG

IDE NIrj(I)

A' JSTAI=JSTAF-T()
2' IJX1J.1

&1\ '.E r(J=T iJ ,D):ZTAM T14DE!T

27. CP(IJ)=CPTfICENI.JENt)I1
Let R8b1I6Ji=840T( I0EwT9JE'~1)

5 f I I J) :E T i I FI *JFND I )

a&*' r(1 J):!(Tf1 LrUT JriDI 8

S2. HE AIR A ( IJ) =HE PTR I I Dr.N7 ,E KD I

i34, SS I JJ)FHI 41)
450 K~~CII =LV ( ICFV7 vJENt I)
sto SC (IJ3=FKLOfI0ToTJE'kOZ

',7* IF IJENDT.EO.JSTAI) INCf1J)=kLOf1)
Spe IF (Jf&DJEQ*JST4I) FSCIIJ)--FLOI))

91*IF (.JLPOIvE~oJSDI) GO TO 310

01' DO 311 J=JEJDh1.JSTAI

C3' T(IJ)=YKHII1DLNT.jl

04* A~hM(IJ92)AAIAE74IDET92)

of,* (I1J)z07(IDENTvJ)
070 CPE 1j)=CPT (TOENT, J)

Cb RHOI IJ) =RHOT IIDL.NT .3
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IC' hIIJ)=P7I IDEtTqJ)
11' KS IJ ) :( lM'NT, J)
12* HfAIRAfIJ)=HrATR14IVEN79J)
13' NS I J)=K41 (I DENT *J)
1'' rssS I j)=FKtH14lOEATJ)
15* NC4IJ)=lKLC (41%1 ,J)
16- FSC41IJFKL(,4IDCIJloJ)
17* IF 4J.E0.JSTAI) NC I IJ)=NLf( T)I
14g. IF IJ.FC.JSIAI) FSC41J):FLOCI)

It* 311 CO%7INUE
2c* 310 CONT1M:E

21' 'L fYER =IJ
22' TS1 J*1 )=7fcl

25' '-CC FOR41-7 (!Yo 12,2K, 2459 F6.1% IV% F10.5% 4Y* F6.39 54s F6.30
26' E (14.39 31: 9 F. 9 4YF 7 C,9F %.31

2 L,* 1;7 FOP PAT (0. 'E A P SUJRF* VE .C. II
29' WJRI1E Sb, q1C)

31' - SUkFACF TEMP. HEAT@
32' * FLUX IN HEAT FLUX OUT ts(DT C07SUMCCD FS-T01P SURFLCE9
33' 0 F S-[-(UTCFY I ?1)k, 94CF/SEC)ti ?X, Oo()9() ?Xs

-,4 34 OICAL/0K2SEC)o. 3' 1. MI
35' NLAYI NLAYrN - 1
36' PCALC =(3
37' C

s* C CILCILATE TEt PUr4NN' RATES F;,R TW( F IRST T 1"E ASSUM7145 WhAY TEt BURN
3* C PAIF ARE THE SAME FflR EVERY LAVVP
C* C

4 1' DO 333 1=19 NLAYER
42s 7111) =T(I) - TO
43' "M1 = 0(f) t (Cri'U d ITCl1-7O0)
4'.' LLPHA(II) KC!) / fRHC~fI)'CPII)
'.5* C"1 (11 17 41 )-TCo /T I I)
'.6* THr7ASI) = rfh/IR#T(I))
.7' KI S CI) = -?4(! I /FSCI)

499 7AU Z 47411) - 7C) /IT11) - 10)
50a, IF f7SI.1).Lr.3CC.) 6O TO 337

51* TtCS!1) TMETAMI * CHIII) 9 51.G TAUCI
'520 E%.Cf1) I EXPf-E7ACII))
53' PyJCS:HJf)#yIC(])) / H #9() y1si51))
5'.s LAPIIOAEI) IXJS4I)-VJCfI) 4 41.EC'1451)ALOG4HXICS)IIII.O-JCSII
55. PSO = S!f) F11l) * FYP'S-THETLII)) / IF(HOI)CP(I)e LAr.5OA4)e
56.* - T9SFTAII) * CHI15)
5?. IF IPSO.LT.O.C) WRITE46*9tOl lPSOILAMBOAII)

5pe IF IRSO.LT.O.C) RSC:-PSO

60- 337 CO':Tl'UE

62o ALC'(FSSI)IFSSI)-1.0)) # XISII))
63' IF EFSG.LT.O.C) ~WITE (69Q50)I9RSQvFSS4I)
64.' IF sRSQ.LT.D.0) PSG:-PSO
65* 4,CD CONTINUE
66' AtsS1) =SCPRISG)
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17* PSI)) =-1.0 # XIS~l)

6p: I?,( I) =-rS(J M T IOfI) *PA (I)*ktlI)*C Pt I)
(9FCIII -TAUC *YICfI )

76& OO)UTf) :-FCIJ)* TID1I ) R DF I I) *F HC 91 * CP I)

72. 333 CCN71NUF
73. C

7* C CALCULATE PUPi'J6 R6TES S1?'ULTANEOUSLY FWP ALL THE LAYERS
75* C

7(* ~379 CDR T1V UE
77. IF E.CALC.FO.100) GO TO 777

.7 f *00 3P1 I1,NLAYER

4 O* RCRCII) ;P7fII R 1,C (1) CP 4)
p1' Al)= tioQ C I ).T I I)-T ( I* D ( 1 00HO 47 'PL.TlI

t' 2 ~ * - I. IFES fI ) 1 .IF SC (I)

E3- 3F] CC, , 71'P.U E

'jA C WPITE 4WCt:.)

p". C q24' FORIOAT 4//4,).9 1 f~v'PS'9ll'v*X1S*9 I1WPC'9 l1)9*IC, ll~',*o,

eit C - 11iv'E'4r'. 11vICKV# llYqvL&f'EDA6)

,P7- CC 3K' 111,\%LhY1
1=NLAY1 + I - 11
F, FS fI I: 0.0
CC~ 3F4 J=l9 NLAYER

li. 3F F5(1) =PSMJ + A10~j

92. PSfI! -PrflJ I (71041 )'PJPC4I ))
13. r~)- 4 FS 4 1) # 1.0 - 64 ( I. 0 - Il. 0 IF'S!l I

ce,. VCII) PC()) 4 17lI.)-TO)/TIci!)

c.;b. E%C 41) f VI' -ET AC fI) I
94. 1)C~Gl'1() 1(i) # XTS(I)

CC* IF ICXICS.L7.C.0) 6k] 7 16991ti) I 9(X1(CSI,(I )%VIC( I),ISI 1)

C I' I F (GY)CS.LY.C.') C. T 1 777

3.LAPIOAEI) = 4ISII)-)'ICfI) + 1LG1)AO'GEC)/16N()

CK, I F tR SQ LT . 0. 0) P SO=- kS

07' R CII) = ~ IIl~s) RHE)*C )

CF* AM) = ORC(I).(Tfl)-Tf1,l)) # CfI).PHOI)*VR (1)

I C. C WRITE (6,925) 1 9PSf 1) vA IS (I)*PCU)( I0IC (1),41(1)qENCfI
I I C -LAKFIDAII)

12. C 925 FORMAT I3)X. 12. tP3XsE1C.5))
13' C CINJI) :-PSIl) TI-C.~f.H)I'P
14. C 0ODUTI) -PCI1)*(TfI)-TC) *RFIIJ 'RHOCI) * CP4U)

25* C op.!TIJ) 0I%11 O C'T (I)
If'. 3A2 CONTINUE
17' C WR17E (6,920) 41 s ANAMECII)e AKAKE(192)a R8(h119 T41)o

If. r - GINII) GOUT( I)# 2NFTf1)v FSSII)t FSCII)vI11,NLAYEP)

2C* C STOP IF CONVERGED ENDUrH OP K~EEP ITERA71VE CALCULATION

2!1' C
22* 00 386 1=19NLAYE'

IF IASRTIIrI)lO.TC0) G3 TO 36
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24 'CALC \'CILC *I

It* e CC k T INUE
~7, 777 CC T I VC;

IF.1 (6s92P) NCALC
2q* 2 Pf O 3('A T t .2 ,9 ko OF 11 r RAT 10N s* 15% 1

5 C DO 3P6 lZI1i~L1YER
.31* 017 1.1) f S ( s 7I-t*~ III*I' I

3 3 * ~T l l ) - Get.

;ITC (6,92C) (1. ANAt(11)i A%40-i (It~.% t'), 71

3f -~~ uf0.'., GrTII) DhT 110.5 1), FCC(5 i))I - f

.t. ULCSS=C.C

.1' CO 3F3 I=I%.LLfR

*3* 6 I1TE (f,' 27 IZ.OSS
*4 :27 f3FP*AT //, I wICI1T LCSS PPEP1CIED 3YT' Isr r s' ~'(:

5.-, /. %CY.ric0., &I 0t c .012 (bF Ugo'..~ SUr' %Cf 0
C

47- C PPEL1I'1NARN CALCULATIC% 101d:E PLolTINC 7 vS x

4s. PO 1120 1qVLAVfR
5t. l17VIV t I ) = T (I lT.))V0~

53. 1Pt7.j,1)= ( )-TI'%TVc I )*FLOAT (J)
5 At* 1121 Col II NU£
55, 1120 (.T I .UF

k. t I- :PjqI,7LurI
50. D0 1220 JJ=2I11

JT12-JJ

II TP I vJ ) . L T,,TArT( I I I t. 13 122
620 CALL Fr.GPT(t(ld ISS1,)
63- - NSSP(I.j))
64.. 1220 C&NTINUE
65* 121C CcfiTINUE
6 6 * RHS(NLAYF R.1 ,-0.CDCC1
67. pr 1.310 1i=1,';LAYEP;

7 C. DO 132C JJ:221
71* J=12- ji

DTCtf6.CFI)(?4F4 *J)-YPI I.J.1)
73*- *DI Of14 %SSP 4 1J+ I -. SS pII I

7b* 1320 CONTINUE

71310 COf TlUr

7~87

rz130 I1.4Ai



P2: OC, 1330 ,J=19
4
,2

Ek3* J= I2-JJ

85' SL.P'SUM. y (I* J-21
66*XII, J-2J :SUP

e 7* 1330 Co'klT INU[
P!* C CL EAR THE ME MOR I FS CF XD LOT A ND TPLOT

e9* DD 133b 1=1,121
r~o. xPL0141)=0.0

91. 1338 IPLOTtI)=C.C
1;2' 00 1340 I119NLAYER

q3 e r' 134.O JJ=1#5

97' IITF I 1N):IP(lj)
Q8. 1'40 C C 4T I UE

Co. YPL OT I I14C)rSUM
l' * 7FL 07 (11,n) =7P (I s J+2)

02' 2FLC.T=I PL 1.1
03' IF (IPLoT.GT.5) IPLOTZ1
04-. 1f (I1ILO.EO'.1.tO.NPLOT.L(.N4PAGE) CALL AVVPLT

c5' CALL PLFORV ( OtINL1%'92.592. 75)
C -6 CALL PLAE'EL 4 *TFyDFRA uq PRUF ILE 9 0.
07' - 0 DE PTH F kOM SURF ACE f C~,A)09 0'E'YPERATUPF tl()99 0)
VF' CALL PLSCAL I (0.0,10. 0) 2,10CZ.C,(630.o-.C0C.O),2,10O0O0)

c9' CALL PLCSIZ(O.069C.C)
10. (, ', T0 ( 1341 vl3'.213'3vl34,1l3.5) IPLOT

11* 1341 CALL OP I GI1; ( 1 .Ce .3)
12- CC TO 134.P
13' 134.2 CtLL O'R I I ( 3. 0,v0. C)
1'.' C0 TO) 134.F
15* 1343 CALL 0P!V-. 13.090.O0)
16' r.3 TO 13'-
17' 1544' CALL ORIGI, (-6.09-3.1)
16' rn Tli 134 0
19' 134.5 CALL OkMU.I% 13.C90.0)
20' %PLDT=NMPL')Tol
21'l 134.E CALL PLGRAF
22- CALL PLCUv V (YPL0TvTPLGT*121*0v'#q)

2'' 1112 CGNTIFNUC

25' CA.LL ENUPLT
26' STOP
27' r',D

88



I' SUFPROUTIN'E FRAGMT(SH, SEtST1,S7FS'ioS'JI.SNF)
2* VOUhLE PPECISIC% SY1,SX2,SY19SY2,EEI
3' STHI=5Sc/d1.9e7l7*STI)
4' STHF=SF/41.98717'STF)
5* SA1=EXP(-STHF)*STF - EXPI-STHI)'ST]
6' X -STtI
7' SX2 =-STHF

9* ~ SY2=DEI(SX2L)
10' SA2= SY2-SYI
11' SNF:Ssj 'EXP(- (SA14SF/l.9P717'SA2)'SBISHR)
12' RETURN
13* E JD
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NOPMgLIZEn FRAGtr£Ny sin AT LO IE4PS VF KINETIC RtCIvCS

COVER VA14W 523.2- b02.2 1.000000 -- .H21322

6022- 6R9.2 .F21322 - .*602103
699.2- 763.2 .6021R3 - .4*67P61

763o2- 813.2 .4678t1 -- o19377V

613.2- 61.2 1q37?10 b- ,Ob956b
84P&2- 7d,2 *059566 -- ,007807

VONAR
473.0- b

0
1.0 1.000000 -- ,b6c150

Sq1.0- 623.0 .865850 -- .T 3LC
623.0- 66].C 0793600 -- .7156b

661.0- 760.0 *71F56d - .64'.133
70q.0- 76.0 604733 -" *! 93173

766.0- e61. .56113 -- .55e6
A81.0- 523.0 .53b456 -- .522

0
00

3 LS 200
473.0- 54P*0 1.000005 -- .)b60P2

L40.0- 513.0 .9670142 .934163
573.0- 59.0s .934163 -- .'71b7*

59890- t23.0 .871614 -- .920223
623.0- 648.0 .820223 .- .1414 "

648.0- 673.0 .161499 .- .7252$6
673.0- 6qP.0 .725286 -- .61i5

60lP.0- 723.0 .68A495 -- .666312
723.0C- 766o, .bb312 -- 615242

7i6.6- 81f.6 .615242 -- .550394

P76.6- 923.0 .550394 -" .b42654

*0P.0- 573.0 £.OOOCO -- .9 5 313 7

573.0- 623.0 .9bs137 -- .$92b03

623.0- 6R3.0 .8,503 -- *821126

6P3.00 748.0 .92P126 -- .76354A

74 R. 0- A4o*0 *.763501 bo *b2'#80
(448.0- 873.0 .542460 -- .3bb152
673.0- 906.0 .367652 -- .146667

5 PU FOAM
440.0- 544.O 1.000000 -- .91Rdhd
544.0- 573.0 .91KhE3 -- 8634678

573.0- 59A.0 .A34670 -" .727q52
5q6.o- 64.0 .727952 "" .03-9

64*.0- 68P.0 .490399 - ..006316

6 IMIOC FOAM
673.0- 711.0 1.000000 -. .9440

711*- 7q6.C .994*04 *" .017053
796.0- 5b4.0 .. 11053 -- .R3390c
M5400- 91!.0 A803906 -" .079453
p15.0- q73.0 . 6 7C*3 -- .Sfi#Ot
C,73.0- 1006.0 .57*806 -- .5*675

1006.0- 1073.0 .5b754 -- .5139e3
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a.0 %a 'a 0 0- 0 C

C.~ 1n .8 .8 0,I n 4 .
m N - 4 '4 %a -01

to9 44 if

S 4

Z~~~C -l N4 -uP 8 N N C 9-
o2 a' -a4 4 - .8 a )

*t .- .- .) . 4. .n .- 9: C!

in Cl N N In Vn W)4 V

0) 00

9L9.4 9cNNN9

CC

ccoo ainn.o-
U u ~ 4P PN In - - I N 0' . 9

I 9 1- -11 le In 0;. a

w9 aL C CI 42acl0 :0 0 C 9.

of9 "IW0-C4-a'p4

49: it. :Oi
499 x L ni
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1' C R1RPF
2a C TPIS PROGRkw TArrS THF T[Mr~kA7URE A'~n CU~iDUCTIL HEAT FLUY AT THE~
3' C FRONT (H07T) SOPUACE 4T.E., R.C.0S) AS THE INPUT DATA AND TmHIv CALCULATES

c* TH1E 0L'kNINc RATE, TEMPj~qATURE PRUFItLE A'40 WEIGHT LOSS UF MULLTI-LAERCO
5. C POLY'FRJC ?MAIRIALS *JjLUDIGV FIRE ILOCKING LAYLR) USED FOlP AIRCRAFT

f* C SEAT CUSHIONS.
7' C THE DI MEPNSIO'S USED I1% THIS PHOGF' &h AAE GRAM, (CPAM-KOLE9 (j-CELSIUS9

e* C CALORIE* Cys AND) SECCrD).

11'C0 O / PHT7 C13 A AK 92PW47o , 19K1791 f(

12' 2 TKHI E7,1l)),S(2Et1(;:1),F"G2C1),OS(2C1),FP201).'42O1),
13* %A'(LC(7911 .eKHI( Yell ),*DKLV(7,2) )sFKI 47,11) ,IntAJ.TNIC.4P)#
IA' 4 PHCI2C1S ,LA'PCI.,RT,].jITCJ1

15* ;FAL K19 PJ, 'qKNI, NW(LU9 LI.HDAP'w
160 71111 ENS ION HiE t D I Ib )9WL'SS 17)

17' C
le' C READ IN THr INGPEDIENT MATERIAL PNCPFRTY AVr) PH1P.T OUT

I* C
'0' READ ( 5 9 C(1 1 ) ITOTAL

'2' D ICO II:1ITDTAL
?3*READ (59902) IA!JAMET I ,),ANAU.ET(I ,2).MWtI ,NTNEGlI

0 C2 FORF&Tli2921-vr1C. 9I2)
,50NTh=NT I CCII

READ E~, 03)ETM(L~eI.J),TKPI I 1J),KT II J),CPT IIJ),FhiO~tIIJ).
7s ~eTflJ),EtIIJ),C'T(IJ),HFATRT(IJ),J:1,%iTR)

?Ps C3 FORM~AT (2F5.19 7[10.31
100 CONTINUE

5C c- RITE( 69941 )
51' 94b FORMAT 11,41, :'nK ObUR%11.f RAIL PREDICTIuN V.A MULTI-LAYr06~
52' - " AIRCRAFT SLAT CUSmlON' / E.v 6541=')s 1
53e - 5w, *P'ATERIAL FROFFRIY'I 21Y.9 'I'MP. PANGE. Ti-.rKwAL*v '<9

S0- 01HEATe, 6N99'ENSITY I'pEEki'. ACV'ATJO. HEAT OF m!AT,9
35. - 5x / 3&Xv OCUP.DUCTIV9 LAFACITY9*13X9 'FACTOR tEGo

36* - 7x, 90ECO'opuse RATE9, I
57e -2f(, '(K)', !SX,'ICAL/IEM.S.C) (CALfGM*C) 4C.M/C43)', 13Y9
SP' -#tCAL/YOLr) ICAL/nO') (DEG C/S[C)' /
39' DO 102 I1.ITOT0AL

40* NTR:P.7REG41)
41*WRITE e6,0'1) I9ANA'~ET(I,1)vAKAME74I*2)

4.' 5 5 1 FORMAT (5X.T292Xv2A5)

*- KT(1,J),t1P7(1,J),RHDTiIJ),FTII.J),ET(I ,j),OTIIJ),9EAIRT(I ,.J),
F#*- J=1 9NIP )
46* 953 FORMAT 117Y9 r7.19 '-I, F7.19 IX9

47* - F1O.5*3v,9 F6.39 3%'q F6.3# 249. El.3, 09, F9&0, F10.29 F10.21
4pe 1V? CUNTI'JUE
4q* C

02 C FIX COPKSTAkYS USID IN THIS PROGRAMW
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51' C

53' Al .96717
54o P'"=82.06
55t C'-CAS0.382
56' EfrL0N=C.S

9* C
60' C CALCULATE F, k'C 1S AT TWP E:.D TEPOPERITURES OF KINETIC REG1m ES
61t C T14E CALCULAT10% SCCUL.NCE IS# bY LrrCIC. FAR3M LOW TO til15H TEMPERATURE
62* C
63' W711 E 16055)
64. q55 FCRIMA7 (I.Hl , lOX, 'fJPrlLL17ED FRAG"EJT SI ZE AT ENO Tr"PS or', I'd.
65' *K''INETIC REGIHES', /9 llx, 5649'Z)9 i)
66' DC 200 I=lITOTAL
67' WFITE (6,951) .9 ANAMET~loI.)# ANAlE~t(J,2)
68. NTR=,*TRFG 11)

7C' FKLO( 1,NTR )=C006.
71. DO 205 JJ=1,NTR

73' CA.LL FPAG?'T (IT(I ,J)dETtlJ1,TKLO(I J).TKHI4I,*J),
74' HEA7PT(J.J),'OKLOII J).NKHIIIJ))
75' Ir (J.,,:F.2) NKLOIIJ-l)=NKHI(IJ)
76' IF 4N'LD(I9J).LEO.1.0) NVLC4I,.J)=0.9999,99
77' FKLO(IJ) 1 .0/(l.0-NKLOE(I9J))

7*IF (rK-~,)E~.,N~IJ~(J)ZO.95599

80. WRITE (1,9959) TKLCEI.J)TKII(IJ)t.ILOI IJ),'KHI(Z,J)
22. 958 FORMAT (22", 17.1, 9*' F7.19 5', Fl1.Eb, 2Ys '--** IX, F11.6)
62' 205 CONTINUE
P3. 200 CUNTIKLIE

05. C 114771ALLIZE A FEio VArTAPLES FOR CQ?'PUTER PL)TTI'vG
6' C
87. IAG~
be* \%LOT~l
ps' IPLOT:0
So* COLL PC.NPLI
91' C
92' C REAL) IN THE INPUT 04TA, .E TOTAL NUMqER or LAYERS AND THEIR C'RCER
q3* C THICKliESS OF EACH LAVER ICP'l, AND FPD'.T SURFACE HEAT FLUX~

C AND FRONT SURF~ACE TEMP'ERATURE (K)
9' C

49 1112 CoPrIwU[
9 7' C CLEAR THE MEMORIES Or PLOT
%P* 06 1336 1=19201
99' XfI)=D.o
00' 1338 7TSU)=0.O
Ole READ 459907*tNDO:1l10) WHADI'1)9I1,16)
02' 907 FORMAT 426&5)
03' READC!959043 %LAYGI0(I),J:1,NLAYG?
04t REID (5990t) (TfHICKIl)9I1NLAY&)
05' READ f54906) 051.751
06. 904 F3RMAT (1615)

io7' 405 FORMAT (BFlC.01

BAi



IS. 9C6 FORMA742F1DC)

0. '59 VGAVAT (1"1q20X,lbAb/I
6 ;ITIE 169 9ED)

,2* 960 FUR 'AT E1D'i, IMATEPIAL I TIMICESS',.)
L3- DO 25C 1=19,4LAYG

jLa, 250 WIZ I I 6,O61) htAPETgI o) 9 A'.A Elf(IDI,92)9 THICK( 1)

Is* 96'. FCRMAT 4 1Ov, i O O.A4 C014D 7 1Ck' 1 20)Xs '4E A I FLUX~ (C 0FUC1 VE
,9' * :*0 =0 C.49 0 CAL/CPZ.SEC', /9 2LVXv OSURFACE 1E:MPERtATURE z'

Ica, F6.19 ' Kee 1)

!I* C
'2' C THFi Dl0'SInDS FrR ISO lf (;So 14' RP hAVr 70 LE LARGE ENOUGHN TU C3VEfP T,'.
'31 C WHOLE IE FFgt.TuPE DRCP FROM, TI'E Fk TO REAR SURFACE IS COVfRE0
14* C 6ITh Ilir YEOPrRATLIFF IYTkLVAL (IIFTV) AS SHOWN BFL13W

5. C

!P-* TstliTSI

Sit STH ICK=C.0
32o rwLY=0.0
33. 11O 251 1'G:G'197
3'.. 251 6LCSS( INCG)=O.C
35. .F RI f- (6.l6 5)
36. 065 FORM'AT (31X99369 QY, 'Q O 5), OTS(I)- TS(II)O, 8Xt OTl".
37. ! x oY(I) - V(1+1)*# 59#10SMI G94141)', 10X99N4!) % 0, 1)(
38. Do 500 I1:I,9%LAYG,
39. 1 = I #

45o, 5C2 COAIMJE

47* S(.)TSI TINTV
4 . * 5.14 CONTIJUE

f#0* IF (TS4I11.LT.70) TSIU.1)=TC

51# IP47S(I).LE.7T'L0(IflI9N7R)) GO 70 310
52' 00 3C7 .1=19NTR
53. IF fTSI1).GT.TrLOCZDIJ).AJC0.TS6I).LE.TKHIE1OIJ)) GO TO 30e
54. 307 C~kT1NUE
55' 308 Ijzj.
56' IF 61S4I'1) *LT.TKLO(IO1,Jl)) 7I) 1.):TKLuE IDI*J1)
57. CALL FRAGIAT 69-1 IDI.j),ETIIOIJ),TKL04JDI ,JITSCI),
58. 1 HEATRTC1DIJ),NKLO41t'1,J),'dI

60* IF tI(I).NE.1.0) FC)10C.-C)
61. CALL FRAGMT EDTI(IDI.j),FT41DI ,J),TKLOIIDI J),TS(1*l5,
62a, CTT1IJ.KL6D,)~ .)
63# IF IC.)E.0)FS(I*1)=ICCCG.
6#4* IF N11.E2)FS,1./10'T1)
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6 5' C
66' C CALCULATE TlE. FUR'NP.C' RATE R USIJ, THE -4EAT FLUX AT THF FRLT
67. C AND THE 4SSUPME0 HEAT FLUY (VIA FEAR SUkF ACE, TL'kPERATURE)
68* C
69. CALL HURR7

70. R'43 (I I RHIT (I CI#JlI)
71' 1t Dy=QsE1KT UO1,J1)

72' :I l- .) 0
73e C- TO 405
74t 310 C','JT1NUE
759 IF 47S1.1,.L!.TiKL0n0I.\IR3 1 t.)).
7 6 * E)FOM:Id4OTE1?)lqrjr CT1IETF) .ITI'1N )tlSt1 )-TO)

77.

79* -C, ( I =~RHO 14 1 I * NtT R
80- C.St o I)I=CS( I ) -HOT I 1II-TR ) *Rt 4 1 CPT II [jI v! 7P)e4TS4I -TSI41))

ble 4.C5 CzIT, UF

B3o IF 4AF-SEvf I 1 )/S! I!C-2 C).L7. C.C1) G~I If) 4

(64. IF (A'"S(CS 4 1).E1E-4 UO %U 4199
85* IF IAES(TC(1 GT-.)L..C~ i) TO 4n9
p6oIF t II 0SPC.'4~.4I )1TC 0) WR1,F (6*372) 1.'ORI

A8 72 FORIMAT(1CX9 1'49 1Z5, -- s F6.19 - rfA.19 5X9 F6.29 F8.4,9-0,
kg*~9 - F%1.4o 2'9 F10.49. FC.4. "s F10.59F1C.5)
RD. If ( I# . L T SI-TCv. 4[.jSh ll1. G T . . 0 1 GO T(Co5 02

91. 1 F f Y( *1..C L. Th CK) ipF6c~CT TICj(- j I)) /rp

93s TCEi41)=TSEI )-(TSfl 3-1541.1) 3.FACT
94. C~ TO I rt 0

9 , * 499 C (,,.I I.UE

I .* C ''CLE. % \4 1.1 rF AHOVE VILL 'it k[I'LAZED PY THE FIRST OF THE 'JEXT LAY!

0C C )C 6 CC Jr I 1 1
C' Il LI= rf J * ) - 0f J f1. 0J # I? I jd

C3* 976 FC~P"4T flCvo 1617( " 1 ; 9 o*f IC. v 9 hLO'SS:*ofl.5)

C 5. TwL7TWLT.WL,-CS.II I)
06* ~5 c C 0.TI 1 UE

Opt, OF 2 FOP 0 LT (I C). 9 OP A S L J S f C& '. ', LAVLI42@, E11.4o
CC,*-(24y, l3o 9 LAn'.:',f 1.4/1)

10', W" ITE ft 99 7 7 TWL T
Ill 977 FOPMAT 42\,SE ''3. 0 7(ULL PLSS LOSS rfo11.49 9 6M/SEC.C"2 OF

12t 0 'OLR klNC SUF ACE 0
1 3t IPLC7=IPLCT.1
14.* CI%'LOT.L.T.!) IPLOT:1

15' 4 E1PLCT .1 G. I At.,.NPL 01 .%fNPAILL CL LL A !VPL7
11.' CALL PLFGQP IOLIP.LIN492*5*2*15)
17- C A tL PLAF11 L I 'E WPrR*IU 1 P,..fILE' O0s

I 'Cf0 EPTH rPC4 SURF AC-- I0)'P 0. 9TE'qPERATURE 4 K) 0)
IrsCtLL PLSCAL CCI.)2ICC.300ACCIO0)

20' CALL PLCS17(C.C69L.C)

bib



"21 1341 CALL CRl-I% fl.C.'..31
3* GO TO 134A

?0 1342 r&LL CPICItN 4.090.0)
C-0 TO 134A

1343 CALL. VRI ; 4 3. 0930)
C-1 TO 134P

2r, * f. TO 134PF
St. 1345 CILL CRItrP, 43.0.0.C)

6* 1314P CtLL PLEFPAF
3. ~ C IL L PLCU;V 1 , 201o0v'*')
54- L- r TO 1112

1. 111C COP T I WE
Sf* ULL ENDPLT

57- STEP

1f (JRC Ul .r F F A,1.ISO. * i 95 11 STF Shk. Skil qc )

.Al =E xp(-',tr ).SIF - I PIgl -MI*!Y

Pt Y1:ES21)Y

1. SUE.RGJiTI'r L.UPNRT

3. 1 PHCT I7,11lT 47,11) ,'T47.11),fT4 l9lA),4!ATPI(7.11).TKL:;47,1),

9. IF (I NE .1) f(VP)1
ID* It- (%4.C..0 G&) TO 375
21-. 377 CW 71'NUF

16 HFTOT(Ilj1)J4t)/ l ID J).lSI T)



le. ~ ~~AL.4= I-1 I ,J1 711r I. jP I~) C/(&I C, I 1t(LC

I F (F SU.L1 . 6 R IT F 46991c) 1 9T S I IT S I 1 1So
~Ie F (R "AlT 15~'.3, ' I S 4I):',Fb.1. T SlI' Ff-Is'

2ct IF (PL.7 0.0 S( =-RSG
27. F ( f:SQRI (RSC)

2.IF (4-HS(R:Th,4)2O.L.Df.t Ii LL 5077
25. llie cct.1 I ,U

32- r.u.
33.
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NORMAL IZE FPAC VfNT S17[ AT E.n) tEmpS (F K ltjT IC Pr[ImE,

COVrR FAFR
523.2- 602.2 1.OOCODO -- *R21322
602.2- 619.2 .821322 -- .602183
6P9.2- 763.2 .602185 -- .4678bl
763.2- 813.2 .467861 -- *lq3770
813.2- 84P.2 .193710 -- .05956f
848.2- 896.2 .C59566 -- .007H07

2 VONAR
473.0- 591.0 1.000000 -- .965P50
591.0- 623.0 .8b5850 -- .793600
623.0- 661.0 .79360C -- .71 C56e
661.0- 709.0 71fi56b -- .644733
70q.O- 766.0 .644733 -- .596173
766.0- 81.0 .54173 -- 5l456
M6l.0- S23.0 0535456 -- .522900

3 LS 200
473.0- 54u.C 1.0oCoo -- .967082
54P.0° 573.0 .9o7082 -- .934163
573.0- 508.0 *q3 4 16 3 -- .71u74
SI9.0- 623.0 AR71674 -- .820223
623.0- 64R.0 .2f223 -- 711499
64P.0- 673.0 0781q9-- .15266
673.0- 69 .0 .125286 -- 684q5
6qP.0- 723.0 .698455 -- .66b312
723.0- 766.6 .666312 "" .615242
166.6- 876.6 .615242 -- .5503q4
876.6- q23.0 .550394 -- .512658

4 PREOX
49A.0- 573.0 1.00000o -- .q53137
573.0- 623.0 .'53137 -" .82bG3
623.0- 6P3.0 .ds503 -- .826126
683.0- 740.0 82t126 -- .76354
748P.0- 148.0 .16354A- .542460
P4H.O- 873.0 .542460 -- .3b7852
873.0- 908.0 .3EI852 -- .14b67

5 PU FOAM
44P.0- 544.0 1.000000 -- 18?
544.0- 573.0 .qle83 -- .834678
573.0- 598.0 .834678 -- . 21952
5qP.0- 644.0 o731952 -- .4q 0 359
644.0- 6S8.0 .4q0395 .00631A

6IMIOC FOAM 673.0- 711.0 1.000000 -- .994404

711.0- 7q6.0 .994404 -- .917053
706.0 -  

P54.0 .911053 - .80306

e'24.0- 91!;.c .8C3906 -- .679q53
915.0- 913.0 .(,19q53 -- .574Moa
r73.0- 100f.0 .57440h -- .54(754

1206.0- 1C73.0 .546754 -- .513963

120
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APPENDIX C Some Comments on Burning Tests Procedure

The burning tests of multi-layered seat cushion assemblies were conducted in an

NBS Smoke Density Chamber. The orginial radiative heat source is replaced by a

M~ellen furnace Model 10, to provide a high heat flux, and further supplemented

with a cantilever beam coupled to a transducer, to measure weight changes of

suspended samples.

In addition to these, there were several modifications on the procedures of

sample preparation and it's burning. These were instated following the detec-

tion of unsatisfactory conditions during the initial trial runs. These are

summarized below.

Symptom Diagnosis Remedy

A) Uneven heating 1. Misalignment of 1. Align correctly
(Severe 2-0 effect) sample with furnace

2. Use of stainless 2. Eliminate the frame,
steel fram as sample i.e., large heat
holder sink item

3. Loss of heat on four 3. Use of light, thick
sides insulator on four

sides, also as
sample holder

4. Buoyancy of hot gas 4. No remedy unless
formed in foam (open sample positioned
cell) horizontally

B) Irregular surface High pressure exerted Cover fabric cut
shape by the gas product larger than the

during intumescence surface area, folded
(or disengaging the over the sides and
cover sheet in the stapled
worst case)

C) Temperature rise at Single sheet of radia- Use double layers
the sample surface tion shield -- not (with air-gap in
before removing enough between) of shields

Cl



Symptom Diagnosis Remedy

D) Furnace temperature Change in Characteris- Adjust the power
change on and after tics of reradiatlon to the furnace
removing the shield from the shield and manual', to maintain

the sample surface the sam~e furnace
temperature

E) Non-linear signal Electronic feature Make and use a
response of trans- of the equipment used calibration chart
ducer

F) Irreproducible Irregularly distri- Hold the entire
weight measurement buted loading on the sample by a single
of sample cantilever beam wire and load it at

the fixed point of
the beam

G) Step changes in Interference by the Duplicate the run
weight measurement thermocouples without thermo-
during the burning inserted into the couples purely for

sample weight change
measurement

C2



APPENDIX D Photographs of Equipments and Burned Samples

Photo
No. Remarks

1. Thermogravimetric Analyzer (TG)
The thermogravImetric analyzer is shown in the right side of the pic-
ture, connected to a pair of flowmeters and a mixer, plus a vacuum
gauge (vacuum pump not shown). The assemblage of a chart recorder, a
microprocessor, a heater controller, and a weight suppressor are shown
in the left side on the table.

2. Differential Scanning Calorimeter (DSC)
The USC is shown here with a SAZ (Scanning Auto Zero) on its top. The
sample heater unit is located on the deck on the left side. The DSC is
not used extensively in this work.

3. NBS Smoke Density Chamber
The NBS Smoke Density Chamber is shown at left rear. A newly installed
Mellen furnace is seen through its window. The multichannel recorder
(Leeds & Northrop, Speedomax Model 251) is shown at the top of the
front cabinet.

4. Saple Preparation
This picture shows each seat cushion sample is prepdred for the burning
tests in the NBS Smoke Density Chamber. The front cover fabric is cut
larger than the face area and folded over the sides and stapled. The
entire sample is surrounded by four 1"-thick insulator panels (Kaowood-
30000 Board, by Pyroengineering Co.).

5. Sample Arrangement Inside of the NBS Smoke Density Chamber
Light pairs of thermocouple (Pt vs. Pt-1O% Rh) wires are shown here
penetrating into the seat cushion assemblage, which is suspended by a
cantilever beam. The beam is a part of a transducer-type weight mea-
suring device. The Mellen furnace is shown at the lower left corner.

6. Visual Comarison of the Burned Seat Cushions
Each seat cushion system was suddenly exposed to the Mellen furnace
preheated and maintained at 8500C and then remained so for 10 minutes.
This pictures shows that the effectiveness of the fire blocking layer
can be rated, based on this test only, in decreasing$ order: LS-200
(112" thick) > Vonar (3/16" thick) > Preox (11 oz/yd ) > No blocking
layer.

7. Comparison of the Degree of In-Depth Burning
Same as above, but this picture shows the degree of in-depth burning,
with the samples oriented in the same way as in the NBS Smoke Density
Chamber.

8. Comparison of LS-200 and Vonar as a Fire Blocking Layer
In this picture, LS-200 is shown more effective as a fire blocking
layer than Vonar when tested with the same thickness.
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APPENDIX E Comparison With Factory Mutual's Numerical Model

The thermochemical model (TCM) of this work is compared with a numerical model

developed by Factory Mutual Research Corporation. The numerical approach is

described in Appendix A, "A Numerical Model for One-Dimensional Heat Conduction
with Pyrolysis in a Slab of Finite Thickness," by F. Tamanini, in Technical

Report, FMRC Serial No. 21011.7 dated November, 1976, entitled "The Third

Full-Scale Bedroom Fire Test of the Home Fire Project," Vol. II, edited by A.T.

Modak.

The computer calculations were actually performed with essentially the same

program as listed in the Report, in order to enhance the familiarity with this

numerical model (NM). The boundary value read-in instructions were rewritten

to suit this comparison purpose, as suggested by the author.

The numerical model (NM) presented in the Report is for a single-layered

material: however, the extension to a multi-layered system retaining its

features seems possible without difficulty. The change of total weight due to

pyrolysis is not included in the original program, but also can be added with

ease. Since such extended/modified computer program is unavailable, the

comparison of the result of the numerical model with the experimental data of

this work is not attempted.
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A) Model

d2T dTTCM k --- + pcr L = DPNB exp (-E/RT)
dx2 dx

dN
UT- =  -NB exp (-E/RT)

M aT a aps  apsh s

NM :7-x (k s Tx )  (Mghg) a Q-Y+

aps -Pa B exp (-E/RT)
at

For NM, Mg is the mass flux of volatiles, h is the enthalpy, while

subscripts s and g refer to the solid matrix and pyrolysis gas respectiely.

Another subscript a refers to the unpyrolyzed active material.

TCM NIM

Condensed phase reaction Same

One - dimensional Same

Steady state Unsteady state

Moving coordinate system Stationary coordinate
system

First order Arrhenius reaction for Same
thermal degradation

Analytical solution available Numerical solution
technique presented
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B) Dimensional Analysis

The dimensional analyses are performed for these two models to determine their

relative strengths and shortcomings. The dimensionless groups needed to

describe these models, according to Pi theorem, could be the following:

Dimensionless Group JPL's TCM FMC's NM

Temperature T - To  T - To
s o" s 0T

Distance Coordinate Prcx 4gcx
-k- k

Heat of Pyrolysis D Q
C 0-SJ_77 __

Arrhenius Group E E

(or Activation Temperature) "-1T7-

Preexponential Factor Bx Bt

r

Fourier Number kt

Pcx 2

The obvious difference is that Fourier number, which compares a characteristic

length dimension with an approximate temperature-wave penetration depth for a

given time t, is included in the NM while it is absent in TCM. Other than the

capability of the NM to study unsteady-state behavior, essentially the same

dimensionless groups are required for the analysis of the two models.
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C)In-put Data

1CX NN

Cp9 k 1. For one solid 1. For two solids
(active material and
char) and one C
for gas

2. Stepwise variation 2. Linear variation
with temperature with temperature

Stepwise variation The initial and
with temperature final densities (char

P fraction increases
linearly from 0 to
100% of apparent
density)

8, E Change often (as One set of constant
evidenced by TGA) values for the whole
depending on tempera- temperature range
ture range

Heat sink term D: heat of degradation Q: heat of pyrolysis
stepwise variation fixed at a reference
with temperature (to temperature
be obtained from USC)

Boundary 1. Temperature B.C.'s at Either temperature
both boundaries or or heat flux B.C. at

each of two bounda-
Conditions 2. Temperature and heat ries

flux B.C.'s at one
boundary
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D) Calculation & Results

TCM WM

Calculation Segment-wise application Finite difference
of analytical solution, representations of the
progressively advancing partial differential
from one boundary to the equation for the entire
other region and solving the

resultant tridiagonal
matrix

Results surface regression rate, temperature profile,
temperature profile and density profile, and
total mass loss mass flux profile

E) Advantages & Disadvantages

TCM WM

Advantage Parametric analysis is Time-dependent pyrolysis
readily accessible - behavior can be pre-
essential for basics dicted (This may be
understanding and estab- useful for assuming
lishing design criteria and confirming time-

dependent boundary
conditions more realis-
tically.)

Disadvantage Steady state sclution Parametric analysis may
is not adequate for study be not as clear as TCM

of transient period
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